


Abstract—content based image retrieval systems usually
extract low level features to retrieve similar images. But in
most cases, selection of suitable features according to their
impact on the classification accuracy has been less considered.
This paper studies the effects of reducing the number of
features and selecting the most effective subset of features in
the context of content-based image classification and retrieval
of objects. We use Legendre moments to extract features,
ReliefF algorithm to select the most relevant and non-
redundant features and support vector machine to classify
images. The experimental results on Coil-20 image dataset,
shows that by selecting much lower number of features when
employing ReliefF, we can improve retrieval in terms of speed
and accuracy.

Index Terms— Content Based Image Retrieval, Feature
Selection, ReliefF Algorithm, Exact Legendre Moments,
Support Vector Machine

I. INTRODUCTION

ontent based image retrieval or CBIR as a branch of
information retrieval is an important research area

because of its wide applications as a useful tool for
retrieving images from the Internet, medical image archives,
pattern recognition and so on. The development of high
quality cameras with very low prices and easy distribution
of images in Internet and shared storage devices are reasons
for increasing demand for applications of CBIR techniques.
The main motivation of using CBIR instead of text-based
retrieval (annotation) is that manually indexing of large
image databases is very tedious and time-consuming.

The basis of most CBIR techniques is to describe images
by a set of low level features called feature vector and then
retrieving similar images by measuring the similarity of
feature vectors between the query image and images of
database. There are many types of features that have been
employed to construct feature vectors such as color, texture,
shape and salient points [1]. Shape features commonly used
in shape retrieval, are basic and important group of features
used to describe image content specially segmented image
regions and specific images such as man-made objects.
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Moment descriptors are suitable to describe shapes. This is
mainly due to their ability to fully describe an image by
encoding its contents in a compact way. Orthogonal moment
is widely used as descriptors. The main reason is that the
orthogonal moments can represent an image with the
minimum amount of information redundancy thus the
recovery of an image from its geometric moments is
accurate. These moments can be classified into continuous
and discrete. Examples of continuous orthogonal moments
are Legendre, Zernike, Pseudo-Zernike and Fourier-Mellin
moments. Examples of discrete ones are Tchebichef,
Krawtchouk, Racah and Dual Hahn moments [2].
Orthogonal moment firstly introduced in [3] as a
generalization of geometric moments with using Legendre,
Zernike and other polynomials as kernel function. Legendre
moments are used in many applications such as blurred
image recognition [4], tissue classification [5] and pattern
recognition and computer vision applications [6].

The improvement of computational efficiency without
losing accuracy of CBIR systems can be performed by
selecting the best features and reducing length of feature
vector. We can divide the feature reduction methods into
two groups; feature transform and feature selection [7].
Feature transform methods, such as PCA and ICA, maps the
original feature space into the lower dimensional space and
construct new feature vectors. The problem of feature
transform algorithms is their sensitivity to noise and the
resultant features convey no meaning for user. While,
feature selection schemes is robust against noise and the
resultant features are highly interpretable.

The objective of feature selection is to choose a subset of
features to reduce the length of feature vectors with the
lowest information loss. Feature selection schemes
according to their subset evaluation methods, categorized
into two groups: Filter and Wrapper [8]. In filter methods,
features evaluated with their intrinsic effect on separating
classes while wrapper methods use accuracy of the learning
methods to evaluate subset of features.

This paper explores the problem of feature space
reduction and selecting effective features in a content-based
image classification and retrieval system based on one of the
effective feature selection algorithms called ReliefF. To do
this, we first construct a feature vector for each image of the
Coil-20 [9] gray scale image dataset using moment-based
shape features. Then we calculate a weight for each feature
using ReliefF algorithm and select the k top features as the
effective subset. Then we evaluate this subset using
accuracy of SVM classifier. After evaluating subsets and
selecting the best one, we calculate the results of retrieval
and compare them with results of classification and retrieval
when we consider all the features. The results of
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comparisons show that with selecting prominent features,
we can reduce the number of features and improve the
quality and speed of the classification and retrieval.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section explains feature vector extraction. Section three and
four introduce ReliefF algorithm for feature selection and
Support Vector Machine for image classification in brief,
respectively. Section five explores the details of our feature
selection method and in section six we demonstrate the
experimental results of classification and retrieval. Section
seven concludes the paper.

II. FEATURE EXTRACTION

Selecting proper types of extractable visual features for
image classification and retrieval in different contexts, is
one of the major problems for designing CBIR systems.
CBIR systems employ different types of features. Shape
features are an important type of features in distinguishing
man-made objects in an image. One of the major types of
shape features is moment such as Legendre, Zernike, and
Tchebichef Moments [10].

Legendre moments are continuous and orthogonal and
can be used to represent images with minimum redundancy.
Hosney [11] introduced a precise method to calculate this
moment named Exact Legendre Moments (ELM). Legendre
Moments with order g=(p+q) for an image with intensity
function f(x,y) are defined as:

= (2 + 1)(2 + 1)4 ( ) ( ) ( , ) (1)

Where Pp(x) is the pth order of Legendre polynomial and
defined as:( ) = , = 12 ! ( ) [( − 1)] (2)

Where x∈[-1,1] and Pp(x) obeys the following rule:( ) = (2 + 1)( + 1) ( ) − + 1 ( ) (3)

with ( ) = 1, ( ) = and P > 1.
A set of Legendre polynomials construct a complete set

of orthogonal basis in the range [-1, 1] and can be defined as
follows [6].= ∑ ( ) , = ∑ ( , ) (4)

where( ) = ( )( ) [ ( ) − ( )] (5)

= ( )( ) [ ( ) − ( )] (6)

= + ∆ = −1 + ∆ (7)= − ∆ = −1 + ( − 1)∆ (8)= + ∆ = −1 + ∆ (9)

= − ∆ = −1 + ( − 1)∆ (10)

In above equations (Ui, Vj) is the center of a pixel of any
image of dataset with coordinates (xi, yj).

III. FEATURE REDUCTION WITH RELIEFF ALGORITHM

We can improve the performance of CBIR systems if we
consider the weight of features in retrieval rather than
treating all the features equal. Because the effect of various
features in image classification is may be different. One way
of measuring this effect is to use ReliefF algorithm [12].
This algorithm is a variation of Relief algorithm and is used
in multi class situations unlike the original Relief. The major
drawback of Relief is its sensitivity to noise. ReliefF
algorithm has a great capabilities to deal with noisy an
unknown data [12].

IV. CLASSIFICATION WITH SVM

Support Vector Machine or SVM is an unsupervised
learning method that has been greatly used in CBIR such as
[13]-[16]. SVM classifier uses a hyperplane and a kernel
function to nonlinear-classification of two class data. SVM
constructs a hyperplane that maximize the margin between
two classes. This hyperplane is called the optimal
hyperplane. Margin is defined as the distance between
closest points called support vectors to the separating
hyperplane. To facilitate finding optimal hyperplane, SVM
maps the feature space to a high dimensional space using a
kernel function. SVM can be used for multi class
classification. To do this we have two situations: one-
against-one or one-against–all SVMs.  In one-against-one
implementation of SVM, for each pair of classes one SVM
is created and one class is labeled as positive and the other is
considered as negative. But in one-against–all SVMs, a
SVM is constructed for each class and this class is labeled as
positive and the others are considered negative [13]. This
paper uses one-against-one SVM.

V. PROPOSED METHOD

The objective of this paper is to provide a way to evaluate
the impact of features on the quality of semantic
classification of specific images and its application in CBIR.
We use ReliefF algorithm for this purpose.  This algorithm
is a feature weighting method and its basis relies on
decreasing inter class distance while increasing outer class
distance. This algorithm assigns a higher weight to the
features that improve this criterion [12].
This paper evaluates ReliefF-based feature selection method
by the use of the Coil-20 image dataset that contains 1440
grayscale pictures from 20 classes of objects. These pictures
are described by moment-based shape features where these
features are extracted using ELM method. Rao et al [16]
presented an application of these moments in CBIR where
they employed moments of order 4 to 9 of ELM to construct
feature vectors and the length of feature vectors in this way
is 15, 21, 28, 36, 45 and 55. This paper employs the same
feature vector. Major steps of the proposed algorithm are as
follows:
1. Features are extracted from each image in the dataset and

feature vectors are constructed.
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as a feature weighting method in selection of useful features
for content-based image classification and retrieval using
moment-based shape features. Results of these applications
were compared with the results in [16] which ignored
feature weighting and selection. The simulation results
showed that a small subset of features was requires in
classification and retrieval of images thus the speed of
retrieval was increased subsequently. The effect of feature
selection especially by increasing order of ELM and thus
increasing feature vector length was more noticeable. This
suggested that employing more features had negative effects
on the results of CBIR system.
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